We examine the appearance of surface waves governed by Burgers and Korteweg -de Vries equations in a shallow viscous heated fluid. We consider waves triggered by a surface-tension variation induced by both temperature and concentration gradients. We also establish the range of parameters for which the above-mentioned equations appear. PACS number(s): 47.20. Bp, 47.35.+i 
I. INTRODUCTION 
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
It is by now a well-established fact that surface-tension gradients may drive motion in convective systems. For instance, the convective instability found in the original experiments performed by Benard has been shown, both experimentally [I] and theoretically [2] , to be of this kind.
It is usually termed Benard-Marangoni instability. It is dominant with respect to buoyancy effects (Rayleigh phenomenon) for fluids of small depth, as can intuitively be seen from the adimensional parameters relevant to the stability analysis, i.e. , Marangoni and Rayleigh numbers. The first depends on the square of the undisturbed depth, while the second depends on the fourth power.
The situations we will be interested in concern fluid layers of infinite horizontal extent, bounded below by a plate, and with a free upper surface. Considering just buoyancy effects, Alfaro and Depassier [3] have shown that, when the Rayleigh number R =30, a long-wave instability sets in, governed by the Korteweg -de Vries (KdV) equation. In the same context, we have shown [4] that the Burgers equation governs the perturbations of the free surface for RW30. In this way a connection be- and w. The pressure will be denoted by p, the temperature by 0, and the concentration by C. The density p will be considered constant, which means that buoyancy will be neglected. The fundamental equations governing this system are Q +M=0, p(u, +uu"+ wu, ) = -p"+p(u""+u"), p(w, +uw, +ww, ) = -p, + p(w", +w") -gp, 8 , +u8"+w8, =~T(8""+8"),
p -p, -[w, + u"(q") -q"(u, + w, )] =-X
C, +uC"+wC, =as(C,"+C")+So(8""+8") . (5) In the above equations, subscripts indicate derivation, p is the viscosity,~T is the coefficient of thermal diffusivity, Kg is the coefficient of solutal diffusivity, So is the Soret coefficient, and gravity has been taken into account through g= -gpk .
We must now supplement those equations with appropriate boundary conditions. Let g(x, t) denote the surface displacement in relation to the quiescent state, so that the free surface is located at z =d +7)(x, t). Then, at the surface we must have [8] 9t++ 
The surface tension depends on temperature and concentration in the following form:
where T",8",C"are reference values, and y, P are constants.
We now adirnensionalize all quantities by choosing d as In order to perform perturbation theory, we have to introduce a reference state from which small departures will be considered. This state will be the static one, given by u = m =0, and III. THE DISSIPATIVE CASE u, =f(g, r), w, = -f((g, r)z, (13) p0=g0= f(g,~) , 80=a -v G --fg(g, r), ( 
